2010 dodge charger radio wiring diagram

This pictorial diagram shows us a physical connection that is much easier to understand in an
electrical circuit or system. An electrical diagram can indicate all the interconnections,
indicating their relative positions. The use of this Array can be positively recognized in a
production project or in solving electrical problems. This can prevent a lot of damage that even
derail electrical plans. The layout facilitates communication between electrical engineers
designing electrical circuits and implementing them. The pictures are also helpful in making
repairs. It shows whether the installation has been appropriately designed and implemented
while confirming the safety regulators. A usually gives information about the relative position
and arrangement of devices and terminals on the devices, to help in building or servicing the
device. This is unlike a schematic diagram, where the arrangement of the components
interconnections on the diagram usually does not correspond to the components physical
locations in the finished device. A pictorial would show more detail of the physical appearance,
whereas a wiring diagram uses a more symbolic notation to emphasize interconnections over
physical appearance. They only provide general information and cannot be used to repair or
examine a circuit. The functions of different equipment used within the circuit get presented
with the help of a schematic diagram whose symbols generally include vertical and horizontal
lines. However, these lines are known to show the flow of the system rather than its wires. A
represents the original and physical layout of electrical interconnections. Wiring on the picture
with different symbols shows the exact location of equipment in the whole circuit. Its
components are shown by the pictorial to be easily identifiable. They are often photos attached
with highly-detailed drawings or labels of the physical components. A person with a strong
knowledge of electrical wiring diagrams can only understand a pictorial. Where can I get a copy
of Dodge Charger wiring diagrams. I'm primarly interested in speaker and ampliferJustAnswer.
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post a comment. Home About Contact. Radio Wiring Diagram. This will enable you to be close
to them together safely and seamlessly. This means that you will not have to clip any of your
cars existing wiring, as a result not invalidating the warranty. Fascia AdaptorMany factory-fitted
radios are now a unique shape, design and are integrated into the dash. Removing your
factory-fitted radio in order to fit a usual sized radio i. Alpine, Kenwood, Sony, etc , will amend

your dashboard ventilate by leaving a large hole. A fascia adapter will shorten this hole enabling
your additional radio to fit perfectly into the dash reproducing the indigenous look. The adaptor
usefully pushes into your cars female socket and the consequences is a male plug that fits into
the rear of your extra radio. Conveniently, one is included next all additional radios. These
connect by push fit to your existing wiring at the rear of your radio that is united to the steering
wheel control. Stalk control leads are comprehensible for all car makes and models and for
Sony, Kenwood and Panasonic radios. In order for the stalk rule lead to be compatible afterward
each brand of radio there must be a specific socket or lead gift on the radio that will take the
stalk rule lead connection, linking the two together seamlessly. Nowadays we're delighted to
declare we have discovered an extremelyinteresting contentto be discussed, that is 35 New
Dodge Charger Radio Wiring Diagram Most people looking for info about 35 New Dodge
Charger Radio Wiring Diagram and certainly one of these is you, is not it? Tags radio wiring
diagram. Facebook Twitter. Popular Posts. Recent Posts. Recent in Recipes. Menu Footer
Widget. Home About Contact Us. Quick Links. See also: Owner's Manual , User Manual. Table of
Contents. Automobile Dodge Avenger User Manual 76 pages. Be assured that it represents
precision nicians and genuine Mopar parts, and cares about your workmanship, distinctive
styling, and high quality - all satisfaction. If you do not read this entire manual, you may miss
important information. Any modifications or alterations to this vehicle could seriously affect its
roadworthiness and safety and may lead to an accident resulting in serious injury or death. The
emergency key allows for entry into the vehicle should the battery in the vehicle or the Key Fob
go dead. Leaving radio, power sunroof if equipped , and power outlets unattended children in a
vehicle is dangerous for a will remain active for 10 minutes after the ignition switch number of
reasons. A blank Key Fob vehicle electronics can be used to start and operate the is one that
has never been programmed. Battery access is through a door located on the rear of 2. Remove
and replace the battery. Avoid touching the the RKE transmitter. Insert a small, flat blade
screwdriver new battery with your fingers. Skin oils may cause into the slot and gently pry open
the access door. Therefore, make sure the key is not A power door lock switch is on each front
door trim inside the vehicle before closing the door. Depress the power door LOCK switch to
lock the 2. The transmission was in gear and the vehicle speed doors. A single chime will
indicate the completion of the 3. Never leave children in a vehicle with the key in the ignition
switch or leave a vehicle with Keyless Go in To stop the window from going all the way down
during the ACC or RUN position. The odometer display will reappear once the trunk is closed.
Do not allow children to have access to the trunk, With the ignition switch in the OFF position or
the key either by climbing into the trunk from outside, or People belted together can crash into
one another in an accident, hurting one another badly. You are more likely to hit your head in a
collision if you do not wear your shoulder belt. To release the belt, push the red button on the
buckle. The belt will automatically retract to its stowed position. Slide the latch plate upward
over the folded webbing. Pretensioners work for all size tinue to chime and flash the Seat Belt
Reminder Light for occupants, including those in child restraints. Turn the ignition switch to the
ON position, but do not BeltAlert can be reactivated by repeating this procedure. This is
mounted in the instrument panel, above the glove extender should be used only if the existing
belt is not compartment. Airbags work with the knee bolsters to provide improved protection for
the driver and front passenger. Side airbags Infants in rear-facing child restraints should
NEVER also work with seat belts to improve occupant protection. Different airbag inflation
deploy the SABIC Airbags, depending on severity and rates are possible, based on the collision
type and sever- type of collision. In these events, the ORC will deploy the ity. Ad- The airbags
are designed to deflate immediately after ditional sensors in the ORC determine the level of
airbag deployment. If you are involved in another collision, the immediately. See your
authorized dealer if the inflate for your protection in a collision. Under certain circumstances,
EDR data may not be accessing the electronic data stored, unless ordered to recorded e.
Requested by police under a legal warrant. United States and all Canadian provinces require
that small children ride in proper restraint systems. This is the 4. Otherwise required by law.
Refer to child. The rear seat lower anchorages are round bars located at the rear of the seat
cushion where it meets the seatback and are just visible when you lean into the rear seat to
install the child restraint. A Improper installation of a child restraint to the locking clip should
not be necessary once the automatic LATCH anchorages can lead to failure of an infant or
locking feature is enabled. Disconnect the latch plate from the buckle, turn the buckle around,
and insert the latch plate into the buckle again. Attach the tether strap hook A of the child
restraint to Transporting Pets the anchor B and remove slack in the tether strap Airbags
deploying in the front seat could harm your pet. DO NOT use the recirculation mode. Tires Fluid
Leaks Examine tires for excessive tread wear and uneven wear Check area under vehicle after
overnight parking for fuel, patterns. Adjust the mirror to center on the view through the rear

window. Headlight glare can be reduced by moving the small control under the mirror to the
night position toward the rear of the vehicle. This mirror automatically adjusts for headlight
glare from vehicles behind you. You can turn the feature on or To avoid damage to the mirror
during cleaning, never off by pressing the button at the base of the mirror. Some models have
outside mirrors that are hinged. The hinge allows the mirror to pivot forward and rearward to
Vehicles and other objects seen in the passenger side resist damage. Use the center off trim
panel, next to the power door lock switch. Voice commands are required after most Profile
certified Bluetooth cellular phone. To combine two calls, refer If a call is currently in progress
and you have another to Conference Call in this section. Please refer to the Hour Working with
Automated Systems Towing Assistance coverage details in the Warranty This method is used in
instances where one generally has Information Booklet and on the 24â€”Hour Towing to press
numbers on the cellular phone keypad while Assistance Card. Operation is subject to the the
Voice Interface System to recognize user voice com- following conditions: mands may be
negatively affected by rapid speaking or a Start a dialogue by pressing the button. In this mode,
you may say the following commands: 2. They need to be used properly for safe phone Voice
Training feature may be used. The adjusting bar is at the front of the seat, near the floor. Pull the
bar upward to move the seat forward or rearward. Adjusting a seat while the vehicle is moving
is Release the bar once the seat is in the position desired. The power seat switch is located on
the outboard side of the seat near the floor. The recliner control is located on the outboard side
of the seat. Do not ride with the seatback reclined so that the shoulder belt is no longer resting
against your chest. Use the recline control to adjust the forward or rearward In a collision you
could slide under the seat belt and position of the seatback. Turn the control lever for- of a rear
impact. Low, or Off heat settings. Amber indicator lights in each switch indicate the level of heat
in use. Two latches must be released to open the hood. Pull the hood release lever located
under the left side position. The safety catch is located under the center front edge of the hood.
To prevent possible damage, do not slam the hood to close it. Rotate Headlight Switch the
headlight switch to the second detent for headlight, The headlight switch is located on the left
side of parking light and instrument panel light operation. Then, turn off the When this feature is
active, the headlights will turn on headlights within 45 seconds. Running Lights whenever the
ignition switch is ON, the NOTE: The fog lights will operate with the low beam headlights are off
and the parking brake is off. If an indicator fails to light when the lever is moved, it would
suggest that the indicator bulb is defective. This will turn on the high beams headlights until the
lever is released. This includes the glove box light, Dome Light Position but not the trunk light.
To restore interior light operation, Rotate the dimmer control completely upward to the either
turn the ignition switch ON or cycle the light second detent to turn on the interior lights. To lock
the steering column in position, push the control handle inward until fully engaged. Do not
adjust the steering wheel while driving. The telescoping adjustment must be locked while driving. Universal Garage Door reading lights. Opener HomeLink buttons and power sunroof switch
may also be included, if equipped. Place the handheld transmitter 1 to 3 in 3 to 8 cm NOTE:
Some gate operators and garage door openers from the HomeLink buttons while keeping the
EVIC may require you to replace Step 3 with procedures noted display in view. The name and
color of the button may vary by NOT the button normally used to open and close the
manufacturer. Place the ignition in the RUN position. If you are having trouble programming
HomeLink , here are some of the most common solutions: 2. Operation is subject to the
following visors on the overhead console. The sunroof will open fully and then stop
automatically. Both of the power outlets are protected by a fuse. The cupholders are positioned
The center console contains two shift bezel cubby bins forward in the armrest and side-by-side
to provide with rubber mats for holding small items. The bottom compartment also con- tains a
12 Volt power outlet and a molded-in coin holder designed to hold various size coins. Too much
weight or improperly placed climate control. The automatic load leveling system will provide a
level- riding vehicle under most passenger and cargo loading Failure to follow these cautions
can cause damage to conditions. Speedometer Indicates vehicle speed. Fuel Gauge The pointer
shows the level of fuel in the fuel tank when 4. This light will turn on when the electronic speed
control is on. If the light remains on, it means that the However, see an authorized dealer for
service as soon as charging system is experiencing a problem. The arrow will flash with the
exterior turn signal when the turn signal lever is operated. Driving with a hot engine cooling
system could damage your vehicle. Engine Temperature Warning Light This indicator will turn
on when the high beam headlights are on. Push the multifunction lever If a warning light
remains on the system may not be away from the steering wheel to switch the headlights to
working and you will not have the benefit of ESP or high beam. TEM if the system is not
functioning properly and service is required. In the event of an EBD failure, the mately 15
seconds, when the vehicle security Brake Warning Light will turn on along with the ABS alarm

is arming, and then will flash slowly However, the con- The TPMS has been optimized for the
original ventional brake system will continue to operate normally equipment tires and wheels.
Door Ajar Indicator This light will turn on to indicate that one or more door may be ajar. Decklid
Ajar Indicator This light will turn on to indicate that the decklid may be ajar. Computer functions.
Turn the ignition switch to the LOCK position. The Trip Functions mode displays the following.
Press and release the does not appear in the EVIC display, you must put the HOME button to
display one of eight compass compass into the Calibration Mode manually as follows: readings
and the outside temperature. To compensate for the differences, the variance should be set for
the zone where the vehicle is driven, per the zone map. Once properly set, the compass will
automatically compensate for the differences and provide the most accurate compass heading. Opening a vehicle have the headlights remain on for 0, 30, 60, or 90 seconds door will
cancel this feature. Turn on the radio. Touch the screen where the time is displayed. Section 3.
Press the right switch knob to save time change. The stations stored in SET 2 memory can be
selected by recordable compact discs CD-R , rewritable compact pressing the pushbutton
twice. If the medium , , , contains a lot of folders or files, the radio will take more MPEG-1 Audio ,
, , 48, SCROLL control knob to the right or left to adjust the sound level from the right or left
side speakers. The Manual. UCI is available only if equipped as an option time of day will
display for five seconds when the with these radios. During Play mode, pressing any of the
buttons described below, takes you to List mode. The Sirius ID number visit the Sirius web site
at Press any button on. Do not place items directly Satellite Mode on or above the antenna. The
EVIC features a driver-interactive The remote sound system controls are located on the display
which is located in the instrument cluster. LECT button to operate various radio, me- 3. This
condition may be lessened or eliminated by relocating the cellular phone antenna. Rotating the
The rotary knob on the left controls the control to the extreme left provides the coldest setting.
The control has an OFF posi- Rotating the control to the extreme right provides the tion and
four speed settings. Air flows through the outlets located in the instru- ment panel. Air flows
through the front and rear floor outlets These registers can be closed to block airflow. When the
air conditioning is turned on, cool dehumidified air will flow through the outlets selected with
the mode control. Press this button a second time to turn off the air conditioning. After 10
minutes, the system will return to Attempting to use the recirculation while in these normal
AUTO mode function and the indicator will turn modes will cause the indicator in the control
button to off. An indicator in the button illuminates Attempting to use the recirculation while in
these modes when manual compressor operation is selected. Apply the brakes present, instruct
all other occupants to buckle their seat before shifting into any driving gear. To clear any
excess fuel, push quicker starts in cold weather. After the trans- mission cools down, it will
return to normal operation. Unintended movement of a vehicle could injure those in and near
the vehicle. To access the override, remove the rubber tray from the storage bin located to the
right of the shift lever. Normal operation will resume once the transmission temperature has
risen to a suitable level. It prolonged periods with the engine running. The engine provides the
smoothest up shifts and down shifts and the may be started in this range. If the transmission
cannot be reset, authorized dealer service is required. The engine driving. It provides the
smoothest upshifts and down- may be started in this range. Turn OFF the engine. The
transmission is monitored for abnormal conditions. Wait approximately 10 seconds. If a
condition is detected that could result in transmission damage, the transmission will engage
Limp Home Mode. The trans- tronic Range Select ERS to provide greater driver control mission
will not shift above the indicated gear, but will of automatic transmission operation. You can
shift in or out of the mission will operate automatically, shifting between the Autostick mode at
any time without taking your foot off five available gears. Al- and Warning before doing so. Do
not exceed 5 mph steering capability if power assist is lost. This noise should be considered
normal, and it checked if a leak is suspected, abnormal noises are does not in any way damage
the steering system. With a clean cloth, wipe any spilled fluid from all PARK position first and
then apply the parking brake. Leaving unattended children in a vehicle is dangerous for a
number of reasons. A child or others could be seriously or fatally injured. Do not leave the key
in the ignition. This system complements the ABS by optimizing the vehicle braking capability
during emergency brake ma- The BAS cannot prevent the natural laws of physics neuvers. This
system detects an emergency braking situ- from acting on the vehicle, nor can it increase the
ation by sensing the rate and amount of brake application traction afforded by prevailing road
conditions. Tire Markings design standards. If the TIN is not found on however, the date code
may only be on one side. Subtract the combined weight of the driver and pas- 6. Consult this
manual to determine how this reduces the available 4. Overloading of your tires is dangerous.
Use tires of the cause accidents. Keep this in mind when checking tire pressure inside a garage,
especially in After inspecting or adjusting the tire pressure, al- the Winter. Temporary use spare

tires are for emergency use only. The limited-use spare tires are for emergency use Fast
spinning tires can be dangerous. Forces gener- only. Installation of this limited-use spare tire
affects ated by excessive wheel speeds may cause tire dam- vehicle handling. With this tire, do
not drive more age or failure. Tires and the spare tire should be replaced after six years,
regardless of the remaining tread. They should be inspected regularly for wear and correct cold
tire inflation pressure. The manu- that specified for your vehicle. This notice applies to all chain
different loads and perform different steering, driving, traction devices, including link and cable
radial chains. This rotation pattern The Tire Pressure Monitor System TPMS will warn the does
not apply to some directional tires that must not be driver of a low tire pressure based on the
vehicle recom- reversed. The matching full size spare the tire. The vehicle may need to be
driven for up to 3. TPMS to receive this information. The compact spare tire does not have a
TPM sensor. The full size spare can be used in place of any of the four road tires. If the system
fault 1. If you install the compact spare tire in place of a road 5. Once you repair or replace the
original road tire and tire that has a pressure below the low-pressure warning reinstall it on the
vehicle in place of the compact spare, limit, upon the next ignition key cycle, the TPM Telltale
the TPMS will update automatically. KR5S mance when using high-quality unleaded Canada.
Oxygen- necessary to deliver enhanced emissions, performance, ates are required in some
areas of the country during the and durability for your vehicle. Gasoline with higher ethanol
exposure to E fuel. Use of additional malfunctions can cause the catalytic converter to
detergents or other additives is not needed under normal overheat. Have the exhaust system
inspected Carbon monoxide CO in exhaust gases is deadly. Have any abnor- Follow the
precautions below to prevent carbon mal conditions repaired promptly. The load carrying
components axle, springs, tires, wheels, This includes driver, passengers, and cargo. The total
etc. Store heavier items on limits to the type of towing you can reasonably do down low and be
sure you distribute their weight as with your vehicle. The GTW is the weight of the trailer plus
the weight of all cargo, consumables, and equipment permanent or tem- It is important that you
do not exceed the maximum porary loaded in or on the trailer in its loaded and front or rear
GAWR. See your authorized dealer for Class I - Light Duty 2, lbs kg package content. GTW Max.
Tongue Wt. Gross Trailer Wt. Also, additional factory-installed options or dealer-installed
options must Improper towing can lead to an injury accident. GTW vehicle and trailer. Always
connect the chains to 3. GAWR the frame or hook retainers of the vehicle hitch. Tongue weight
rating for the trailer hitch utilized. Cross the chains under the trailer tongue and This
requirement may limit the ability to always allow enough slack for turning corners. Driving with
a hot cooling system could damage your vehicle. Lift the access cover using the pull strap. The
jack should not be used to lift the vehicle for service purposes. Remove the fastener securing
the spare tire. Remove the spare tire. A loose tire or jack thrown forward in a collision or 5.
Remove the fastener securing the jack. Place the shift lever into PARK. Park the vehicle on a
firm, level surface as far from the 4. Turn OFF the ignition. Avoid icy or slippery 5. Jack Warning
Label 1. Remove the spare tire, jack, and lug wrench. If equipped with steel wheels, do not
remove the Center Cap Removal wheel cover at this time. To avoid possible personal injury,
handle the wheel covers with care to avoid contact with the metal edges and retention teeth.
Before raising the vehicle, use the lug wrench to loosen, but not remove, the lug nuts on the
wheel with the flat tire. Raise the vehicle just enough to remove the flat tire 8. Install the lug nuts
with the cone shaped end of the lug and install the spare tire. Lightly tighten the lug nuts. Mount
the road tire on the axle. For vehicles equipped with wheel covers, perform Steps 2 and 3. Align
the valve notch in the wheel cover with the with a torque wrench by your authorized dealer or at
a valve stem on the wheel. Install the cover by hand, service station. Vehicles equipped with an
automatic transmis- cause serious burns; do not allow battery fluid to sion cannot be started
this way. Set the parking brake, place the automatic transmis- the trunk. The resulting electrical
spark could cause the battery to explode. Turn your steering wheel right and left to clear the
area around the 8. Damage to Exceeding these towing limits may cause transmis- sion failure.
Page Engine Compartment - 2. Page Engine Compartment - 3. Page Engine Compartment - 5.
This system monitors the performance of the emissions, engine, and automatic further damage
to the emissions control system. If the serviced, recently had a dead battery or a battery
replace- problem continues, the message will appear the next time ment. The pages that follow
contain the required maintenance services determined by the engineers who designed your
NOTE: Intentional tampering with emissions control vehicle. Continued improve the accuracy of
the oil level readings. Do not use chemical flushes in your engine oil as the chemicals can
damage your engine. Such damage is Lubricants that do not have both, the engine oil certifinot covered by the New Vehicle Limited Warranty. The quality of replacement engine air cleaner
filters varies considerably. Only high quality filters should be used to The air induction system
air cleaner, hoses, etc. MOPAR engine air cleaner provide a measure of protection in the case of

engine filters are a high quality filter and are recommended. Do not allow battery fluid to contact
your eyes, skin, or clothing. Do not lean over a battery when attaching clamps. If acid splashes
in eyes or on skin, flush the area imme- diately with large amounts of water. How- approved by
the manufacturer for your air condi- ever, the manufacturer recommends that air conditioning
tioning system. Install the new filter with arrows pointing in the When performing other
underhood services, the hood direction of airflow, which is toward the rear of the latch, release
mechanism and safety catch should be vehicle text and arrows on the filter indicate this. Keep
the blade rubber out of contact with washer fluid to a cloth or towel and wipe the wiper
petroleum products such as engine oil, gasoline, etc. The best protection against carbon
monoxide entry into the vehicle body is a properly maintained engine exhaust Exhaust gases
can injure or kill. They contain carbon system. Breathing it can make you unconscious and can
Whenever a change is noticed in the sound of the exhaust eventually poison you. However, it is
im- systems can result in civil penalties being assessed portant to keep the engine properly
tuned to assure against you. Use of propylene glycol-based engine result in engine damage and
may decrease corro- coolant antifreeze is not recommended. Do not overfill. If replacement is
ever necessary, install Check the fluid level in the master cylinder immediately ONLY the correct
type thermostat. Other designs may if the brake system warning light indicates system failresult in unsatisfactory coolant performance, poor gas ure. Therefore, do not add any fluid addiIf the transmission is disassembled for any reason, the tives to the transmission. The exterior
surface of these compo- Vehicle body care requirements vary according to geo- nents should
be inspected for evidence of fluid leaks. Your authorized dealer and open. Application of a
leather condi- wool or other aggressive material to clean the lenses. Clean with a wet soft rag or
micro-fiber towel. Failure to do so may Blue allow water to get into the integrated power module
â€” This center contains fuses and relays. Failure to do so Yellow Cavity 1 of the Rear may
allow water to get into the power distribution Disconnect the bulb from the socket assembly and
install the replacement bulb. Reinstall the bulb and socket assembly into the head- lamp
assembly, and then turn it clockwise. High voltage can remain in the circuit even with the
headlamp switch off and the key removed. This diminishes and becomes more white after
approximately 10 seconds, as the system charges. Push the electrical connector locking tab to
the side. Turn the appropriate bulb and socket assembly coun- terclockwise to remove it from
the taillamp assembly. Disconnect the electrical connector. Reinstall the bulb and socket
assembly into the taillamp assembly, and then turn it clockwise. Reinstall the taillamp
assembly, fasteners, electrical connector, and trunk liner. Remove the screws securing the lamp
to the rear fascia. Remove the bulb and socket assembly. Metric Fuel Approximate 2. Engine Oil
2. Spark Plugs 2. Use only recom- mended brake fluids. If a time since the last oil change.
Odometer Reading Date Repair Order Do only service work for which you have the knowledge
and the right equipment. Most matters can be re- P. Box 21â€” solved with this process. Page
Warranty Information U. Vehicles Only training to assure that you are absolutely delighted with
See the Warranty Information Booklet, located on the the ownership experience. Print page 1
Print document pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an account? Sign up! Restore
password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL. Free car stereo and car radio and car audio
installation resource. Step by step installation instructions complete with photos, tool list, and
wiring detail. Radio wiring color codes, radio wire color codes, radio wiring diagram, radio wire
diagram, radio wiring harness, radio wire harness, stereo wiring color codes, stereo wire color
codes, stereo wiring diagram, stereo wire diagram, stereo wiring harness, stereo wire harness,
car audio basics, stereo removal, radio removal, speaker wire colors. This site has been
optimized to be viewed at x This site and all pages and documents contained within this site are
Copyright of The Install Doctor and are protected under Unites States Copyright Laws. C
Copyright The Install Doctor. Home Advertise Legal Contact. Pandora, iHeart Radio, Bluetooth.
Sirius Sat Radio Upgradeable. See More From This Retailer. Pandora, iHeart Radio, iTunes.
Bluetooth, Front USB. Mono Subwoofer Amp. Built In Crossover and Bass Boost. Radio Wire
Harnesses and Wire Colors. You can access the document via a link though. Estimated wait for
next available agent :. All of our representatives are currently chatting with other customers. For
Tech Support, call From car racing to car stereos, I've written a lot of words about cars.
Different words, even. I spent years writing about cars and motorsports for some magazines
you might've heard of emphasis on "might've" despite having only the most basic
understanding of what a carburetor does. It was that experience writing about cars that drew
Crutchfield's attention. I began as a freelance contributor, using their vehicle research to write
articles explaining how to install audio gear in specific vehicles. Things went so well that they
brought me in as a fulltime writer and eventually made me an editor. Now I continue to write
those vehicle profiles, other web features, product descriptions, and Crutchfield catalog
articles. Let's just say I know some pretty cool stuff that'll help you install your car or marine

audio system. Hopefully you'll have some fun along the way. I was completely and amazingly
wrong. The house sounds awesome these days and the latest car is next. And yes, we'll
probably write an article about that, so stay tuned! Use our vehicle selector to find the gear that
will fit your Dodge. The Hemi cars get most of the attention, of course, but, thanks to a thriving
tuner market, the V6 models offer plenty of performance potential. The money you save can be
spent on all sorts of upgrades. Like, for example, a new stereo system. A touchscreen
navigation system was available as well. Installing a new one can be a bit more challenging,
depending on whether you choose a single- or double-DIN receiver. To remove the old unit, use
a panel tool to pry out the top and sides of the trim panel surrounding the receiver to release the
connecting clip. Ease the assembly out carefully, disconnect the wiring harness, and remove
the trim panel. Single-DIN units install with relative ease in most cases. Installing a double-DIN
touchscreen receiver is where things get a little but not too challenging. The Charger's spacious
factory opening will hold a wide variety of receivers. Crutchfield Research Photo. These
adapters aren't cheap, but if you purchase your new stereo from Crutchfield, we'll give you a
very healthy break on the price. A Bluetooth microphone looks and works great when you run
the wiring up through the steering column and mount the mic on the inside top of the
instrument cluster. Tools needed: Panel tool, Phillips screwdriver, Dremel tool or hacksaw blade
for DD installations only. It's relatively easy to retain your Charger's steering wheel audio
controls when you install a new stereo. When you enter your vehicle information , our database
will choose the adapter you need to make your factory steering wheel controls work with your
new receiver. Shop for car stereos that fit your Dodge Charger. Anything up to a 7" speaker fits
in the Charger's front door. Removing the factory speakers involves removing the door panels,
which involves removing several covers, screws and clips. To get to the speakers, the rear seat
and rear deck will need to be removed. The degree of difficulty is reasonable, but the amount of
work depends on whether your car has a fixed or folding rear seat. Either way, this job will take
time and a bit of muscle, so you might want to find someone to help. We also suggest that you
find a clear, clean place to store the cushions and panels as you remove them. Note: During one
of our installations, we noticed that the rear deck cover had accidentally, we assume been glued
to the base of the rear window. After a bit of gentle cajoling, it came out with little or no damage
and it went back in perfectly. Tools needed: Panel tool, Phillips screwdriver, small flat blade
screwdriver, long flat blade screwdriver,10mm or 18 mm socket. Depending on the factory
stereo package, your Charger could have two or three in-dash tweeters. A wiring adapter is
available for the center tweeter. Tools needed: Panel tool, Phillips screwdriver, right-angle
Phillips screwdriver for corner units. Shop for speakers that fit your Dodge Charger. Some
Chargers have a little more bass than the average car. The 7-speaker and Nav-equipped cars
came with a 2-ohm single voice coil subwoofer in the center of the rear deck, while
Kicker-equipped models came with a 10" square dual-voice coil subwoofer in the trunk. Both
run off a factory amp and will only reproduce bass. Replacing the rear deck sub involves the
same process as replacing the rear speakers, so if you can, try to either replace everything at
once or plan ahead for a future install by pre-wiring when you set up the speakers. It also holds
a rear-mounted battery, which means you won't have to go through the firewall when you're
wiring your Charger for a powerful aftermarket amplifier to drive those big subs. That's a huge
time-saver when you're doing the installation yourself. Shop for vehicle-specific subwoofers for
your Dodge Charger. The Dynamat Xtreme Door Kit is the perfect way to seal in sound. One kit
will take care of the front doors. Adding remote start capability to your vehicle lets you warm it
up in the winter or cool it down in the summer. The module requires a vehicle-specific
T-harness sold separately to connect with your vehicle's computer, security, and ignition
systems, so we ask that you call to order so that we can make sure you get the right harness for
your ride. You can also talk to your Crutchfield Advisor about a security system. Shop for car
security systems for your Dodge Charger. Visit our Outfit My Car page and enter your vehicle
information to see stereos, speakers, subs, and other audio accessories that will work in your
vehicle. If so can you do a link? George, I've sent your question to our sales team, and they'll be
contacting you via email soon. For immediate help, you can contact them via phone or chat.
Hello Jon I have a SXT Dodge charger my question is on these models I know they were
discontinued but were they installed with the factory amp and if so will I be able to run
aftermarket door speakers or would I need to get amp for them as well I already have 2 15s in
the trunk which is amazing but I need some midrange for clear and better sound. Chad, Radio
replacement is not recommended in that version of the Charger at this time. Speakers, however,
are another matter. When you enter your vehicle's info into our Outfit My Car tool, you'll see
which speakers will work in your car. If you have any questions, our advisors are available via
phone or chat. Oh, and our in-house article research involves a mix of employee-owned
vehicles and those belonging to various friends and family in the Central Virginia area. I have a

Charger with the Alpine system 8" screen, Nav, etc. I see you have this listing but nothing for
the new Chargers. My question is do you work on customer cars for your tutorials or just
employee cars? Can't find your exact vehicle? Watch this video for a step-by-step overview of a
basic car stereo installation. The actual steps involved vary from car to car, but this is a good
example. These car audio tips can help improve sound quality in your vehicle, whether you're
listening on a factory system or a multi-channel amplified setup. A car stereo is the centerpiece
of any car audio system. This introduction explains how to choose the right receiver for your
car or truck. Large touchscreens, loads of built-in features, and easy viewability are just some
of the advantages to building your stereo around a large-screen receiver. Digital media and
multimedia receivers are the most popular types of car stereos. How do you pick the right one?
We'll give you some tips for finding the stereo that's right for you. If you ask us, a car stereo
system should include much more than a stereo and a pair of speakers. Adding components
like satellite radios, subwoofers, amplifiers,. When adding an aftermarket receiver, you need a
steering wheel control adapter to keep the functionality and convenience of your steering wheel
controls. From in-dash DVD players to easy-add-on portable systems, car video makes your
trips a lot more fun, and this article covers the topic from front to back. A quick guide to what to
look for when shopping for an in-dash GPS navigation system. We'll help you choose the right
touchscreen nav stereo for your car. SpeakerCompare is protected by patents and patent
applications owned by Crutchfield Corporation. For free personalized advice, call Our Advisors
have listened to most of the speakers we carry, and can help you make the best choice for your
system. It includes a pair of studio-quality headphones, a combination DAC digital-to-analog
converter and headphone amp, USB mobile adapters, and a guide to getting the most out of
your session. Our headphone testing and research is ongoing, so if your headphones are not
currently selectable, please use the link below to request our Listening Kit. Close contact box.
Due to high demand, our current wait times for calls and chats are longer than usual. Call See
our hours Our hours Hours 7 days a week. Looking for International Support? Connect ID. What
is Connect ID? Call us at Your advisor will be able to share relevant pages and add items to
your cart. Your security and privacy are ensured. Our advisors cannot see anything that is on
your computer. They only have the ability to "serve" a page from our site and put items in your
cart. All finished with your chat session? Continue chat Close. Why is this required? Phone
Please enter your US phone number. Please choose one:. For Tech Support, call Begin chat.
Thank you,! Your Advisor,. Order number. Billing zip code. Billing last name. Virtual agent:. No
Yes You said. Your phone number. Look up order. We found your order info. Please fill out the
following and we'll have someone from Tech Support call you back at your convenience. Your
phone number Please enter a valid digit phone number. When should we call you back?
Callback time. You can exit this chat now. Exit chat Send. Don't wait on hold. We'll call you back
when it's your turn to talk with the next available. How can we help you today? When do you
want us to call you back? Next available. Schedule a time. Calls may be recorded for training
and quality control purposes. We are located in Virginia USA. Thank you. You are in line to
receive a call from. Please keep your phone line open. If you no longer wish to receive the call,
please click the button to cancel your request. Cancel my request. It's your turn. See bio. We
will be calling you. We're sorry. We have encountered a problem. Sorry, the call-back feature is
currently unavailable. Meet Jon Paul Close. Detailed stereo and speaker removal instructions.
The Charger's factory radio Crutchfield Research Photo. The rear deck houses two speakers
and, in some cases, a sub. A panel tool makes it easy to get to the dash-mounted tweeters. This
Kicker sub is part of a factory option package. The trunk-mounted battery really helps if you're
wiring an amp. Find the audio gear that fits your car or truck Visit our Outfit My Car page and
enter your vehicle information to see stereos, speakers, subs, and other audio accessories that
will work in your vehicle. Reader comments 5 responses Read comments. Jon P. Looking for
car stereos? Shop our selection. The easiest way to shop car audio online Find what Fits your
car Remove. Checking fit Related products. Dynamat Xtreme Door Kit. In stock. Bojo Trim Panel
Tools. Crutchfield Vehicle-specific Instructions. Alpine iLX-W Go back See more. How to install
a car stereo Watch this video for a step-by-step overview of a basic car stereo installation. Car
stereo buying guide A car stereo is the centerpiece of any car audio system. The advantages of
having a touchscreen stereo in your car Large touchscreens, loads of built-in features, and easy
viewability are just some of the advantages to building your stereo around a large-screen
receiver. Digital media receivers buying guide Digital media and multimedia receivers are the
most popular types of car stereos. Car stereo system profiles If you ask us, a car stereo system
should include much more than a stereo and a pair of speakers. Steering wheel audio control
adapters When adding an aftermarket receiver, you need a steering wheel control adapter to
keep the functionality and convenience of your steering wheel controls. Car video buying guide
From in-dash DVD players to easy-add-on portable systems, car video makes your trips a lot

more fun, and this article covers the topic from front to back. In-dash navigation buying guide A
quick guide to what to look for when shopping for an in-dash GPS navigation system. Audition
speakers before you buy. SpeakerCompare simulates the sound of home and car speakers
through your headphones. It lets you compare sonic characteristics between speakers so that
you can make a more informed shopping decision. Learn how SpeakerCompare works. Don't
see your headphones? Rent our Listening Kit. Please turn active noise cancelling off for best
results. Listening modes. Equal power. Equal volume. Add up to 4 items. What to listen for.
We're here to help For free personalized advice, call Learn more. Why selecting your
headphones is important. SpeakerCompare tailors your listening experience to the exact
headphones you have, so that what you hear is comparable
c6 transmission manual
black grand am gt
2004 chevy suburban alternator
to auditioning speakers side-by-side in person. Two different listening modes. In an actual
listening room, you'd find that some speakers play louder than others when fed the same
amount of power. In equal power mode, you'll hear these differences in loudness as they
naturally occur between speakers. In equal volume mode, we've made the loudness of each
speaker about the same. This gives you a more direct comparison of subtle voicing differences
between speakers. Nothing beats listening to speakers in your space. SpeakerCompare gives
you a sense of the sonic differences. But performance in the real world is affected by the
acoustics of your car or home, your choice of amplification, and your source material. We're
here to help. Request a kit. Submit Don't show this again. Great Gear Giveaway. There was an
error. Please contact us to sign up for emails. Go to new page. Direct line:. Located in Virginia.
More about us. Find what Fits your car Remove. Please Select Make. Your Connect ID.

